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message from the director

Chin See Chung

2009 was an exceptional year for the 
gardens.  it was the 150th anniversary 
of the founding of the gardens in 1859.  
To celebrate, 14 events were planned 
with the full participation of the 
community.  as the year unfolded, energy 
and enthusiasm grew, the momentum 
developed and opportunities were 
seized.  we finally organized and held 
an astounding 28 events on the history 
and the science and art of plants and 
gardens.  The year ended with the eagerly 
anticipated “botanical party”, a large public 
event anchored by a concert and the 
light-up of 150 trees.

coincidentally, 2009 was also the 150th 
anniversary of the publication of charles 
darwin’s epochal book, The Origin of 
Species, where he outlined the theory of 
evolutionary change through the process 
of natural selection.  on the other side 
of the world, alfred russell wallace, 
then living in a hut in the maluku islands, 
independently arrived at the same ideas 
as darwin.  we celebrated their legacies 
with an exhibition, “Two minds, one theory 
- wallace & darwin, the two faces of 
evolution theory”.  The exhibition staged 
with the gardens’ usual deftness and 
thoroughness highlighted the incredible 
beauty and diversity of tropical flora and 
fauna.  it demonstrated that biodiversity 
provided the key that unlocked ideas and 
provided the evidence that explained 
evolutionary change.  

Both darwin and wallace went on long 
journeys of exploration, documentation 
and collection that provided the 
inspiration, ideas and evidence for the 
process of natural selection.  wallace 
wrote The Malay Archipelogo, after eight 
years of intensive work in southeast 
asia.  darwin, The Voyage of the Beagle, 
that documented the almos t five-year 
expedition of hms Beagle.  Both are 
outstanding scientific journals and inspiring 
natural history travel books.  They 
illustrate to all who work with plants and 

animals that a profound appreciation 
and understanding can only be realized 
by intimate and constant immersion in 
the natural world.  Their experiences 
demonstrated that the greatest teacher 
is nature; there is no substitute for field 
learning.

2009 marked another watershed for 
the gardens when we announced the 
beginning of the development of our 
Tyersall extension.  This is a 9.8 ha plot of 
land under fairly matured secondary forest 
at the western boundary of the gardens 
separated by Tyersall ave.  

we now have the opportunity to extend 
our existing rain forest patch to develop a 
larger and truly exceptional learning forest 
in the centre of the city.  we will display 
the best and most amazing flora.  we will 
grow giant trees and display unique barks, 
flowers and fruits.  and we will develop 
the forest into an important site for the 
ex-situ conservation of wild relatives of 
fruit and nut tree species of the region.  
There will also be a marshland for a 
collection of marshland plants and a water 
body that will complement and support 
swan lake.  we will be able to provide a 
better arrival and departure experience 
for visitors who come by coach to this 
part of the gardens.  This resource will 
greatly strengthen our outreach and will 
provide unique opportunities for our 
visitors to experience and learn about 
plants, forest and the natural environment.

The addition of this forest patch to the 
gardens is a great cause for celebration.   
it is an unprecedented historical event; an 
exceptional 150th anniversary gift to the 
people of singapore.  Their favourite place 
will get even better.
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Article

as a working taxonomist, 
i spend most of my 
time studying dried 
plant specimens in the 
gardens herbarium. 
one of the tasks i 
perform there is to 
write floras—scientific 
accounts of the plants 
growing in a particular 
country, state or region. 
a flora is the first source for information 
about the plants in a given area; it allows 
you to identify, name, describe and locate 
the plants found there. as such, floras are 
the first line of defense for conservation 
efforts, because they provide the data 
one needs to decide how to manage and 
preserve plant diversity.

since 1985 i’ve been working on an 
account of the convolvulaceae for the 
Flora of Thailand project, which is now 
completed and in press. The final account 

collecting & conserving 
Thai convolvulaceae

identifies and describes 24 genera 
and 119 species of morning glory that 
occur in the Kingdom of Thailand. it is 
as complete as it can be at this time; 
there are some inadequate specimens 
that could not be identified, raising 
the prospect that more species will be 
added to the Thai flora in future, once 
better specimens become available. 
This points out one of the side effects 
of publishing flora accounts—they 
stimulate further efforts to collect and 
document biodiversity, as gaps in our 
knowledge are highlighted. 

one of the gaps identified in our 
knowledge of Thai convolvulaceae is 
that numerous species are known from 
rather few collections. in some cases so 
few herbarium specimens exist that our 
basic knowledge of the plants is quite 
incomplete. of the total 119 species 
reported for the flora, 26 were known 
from less than five specimens—five 
species are known only from the 
type specimen, often collected long 
ago—an inadequate sample to make 
any decisions about the biology, ecology, 
and conservation management of such 
species.

The final 
account identifies 
and describes 
24 genera and 
119 species of 
morning glory 
that occur in 
the Kingdom
of Thailand.  

Left:
habitat for Merremia verruculosa, phujong Nayoi 
National park. The backpack at left gives an 
indication of the size for the depressions in the 
sandstone where plants can grow. 

Right:
Team convolvulaceae in action collecting and 
photographing morning glories, our vehicle in the 
background. 
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and plant conservation. specifically, 
we went looking for the rarest species 
of convolvulaceae in Thailand. using 
the information gathered for the flora 
account we plotted out the last known 
sites where the rarest species had been 
found, and compiled the flowering 
and fruiting seasonality so that we 
could pinpoint the time of year the 
plants would be fertile (which makes 
convolvulaceae easier to find; when 
there are no colorful flowers, the green 
leaves disappear into the background 
greenery of the landscape). 

The first of several trips planned, this 
one concentrated on a wide swath 
across the center of the country that 
included Bangkok and reached from 
the cambodian border in the east all 
the way to the Tenasserim hills on the 
western border with myanmar. our team 
consisted of two Thai colleagues from 
the forest herbarium in Bangkok, dr 
somran suddee, a botanist specializing 
in lamiaceae and orchidaceae, and 
mr preecha Karaket, professional 
photographer and graphics specialist, 
as well as a graduate student from 
reading university, uK, ana rita simões 
(see article about ana elsewhere in this 

issue of gardenwise). in 10 days of field 
collecting, we drove by car almost 3,000 
km in search of 12 of the rarest species 
of Thai convolvulaceae. 

so what did we find? any rare 
convolvulaceae? well, yes. we had 
extraordinary success in some ways 
and some disappointments in others. 
we could not locate some species 
(such as the enigmatic Argyreia versicolor, 
collected once in prachin Buri province 
and never seen since). and we were very 
fortunate to find the rarest genus of Thai 
convolvulaceae, which had never been 
found bearing fruits before.  

we departed Bangkok on 30 october 
and went east, stopping to botanize in 
national parks and wildlife preserves 
en route. our first goal was to reach 
southern ubon ratchathani province 

so while the flora account is finished 
(and after 24 years of work, i might 
add, at last!) the real work now begins. 
with 22% of the Thai convolvulaceae 
so poorly known, how can we make 
informed decisions about their 
conservation needs? it is worth pointing 
out that the most recent red data book 
for Thailand does not include a single 
member of the convolvulaceae, despite 
the seeming rarity of so many species 
in the country. are these species really 
rare, or is this an artifact due to poor 
sampling? if we were to go out and try to 
locate these rare species, what would we 
find? are they still present in the country, 
or has land clearing for agriculture, the 
cutting of timber and deforestation, and 
the expansion of human populations 
in villages, towns, and cities wiped 
them out? if the plants survive do they 
require protection or propagation ex situ 
(meaning outside the native habitat) to 
ensure their survival? To answer these 
questions, it is essential to get out of the 
herbarium and go look at the live plants. 

in october/November 2009 i had the 
opportunity to collect plants in Thailand 
in collaboration with the Thailand 
department of National parks, wildlife 

Left: 
ripe fruits of Remirema with the sepals opened 
out (and the ants have been removed); the fruits 
are extremely sticky outside and the fruit walls are 
semi-transparent. 

Right: 
dr somran suddee atop a limestone boulder, 
collecting the first fruiting specimens of Remirema 
bracteata. 

Thailand
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Article

in the area known informally as the 
“emerald Triangle” where Thailand, laos, 
and cambodia adjoin. This area is rich 
in biodiversity, with a line of sandstone 
hills (the dongrak range) along the 
boundary between cambodia and 
Thailand. we spent two days collecting 
in the sandstone forests at pujong 
Nayoi National park and adjacent areas, 
where we managed to find Merremia 
verruculosa, a delicate herbaceous twiner 
that occupies an ephemeral habitat in 
this area. The sandstone substrate here 
is much like a tabletop, tilted slightly 
and pitted with depressions and holes 
of various sizes. soil accumulates in the 
depressions and these become natural 
dish gardens. Merremia verruculosa twines 
through annual grasses that grow in such 
depressions in full sun. we arrived just 
at the end of the rainy season, when the 
moisture is drying up and the grasses are 
beginning to die off. The morning glories 
were in full bloom and had seed capsules, 
which were collected. This dainty species 
is small enough that it could be grown 
in the most compact urban garden and 
it would seem to be naturally suited for 
container culture. 

from the easternmost point in the 
kingdom we turned back to the west 
and spent a long day driving to saraburi 
province in central Thailand. saraburi is 
famous for its limestone hills, which are 
heavily exploited by the construction 
industry (limestone is a building material 
as well as being essential to make cement 
and concrete). located just north of the 
Bangkok metropolis, the hills of saraburi 
have been leveled in many places to 
provide raw material for constructing 
the highrise buildings in the capital. The 
consequences for biodiversity can be 
imagined and while we found several 
species needed for ana’s research none 
of the rare species that were formerly 
known from this part of Thailand could 
be located. 

we pressed on further west, to 
Kanchanaburi province, the third largest 
in Thailand and one with large protected 
areas. here we spent the remainder of 
our trip and made some spectacular 
discoveries as well as met with 
disappointments. one of the spectacular 
discoveries was to find Remirema 
bracteata. This species was described 

from sai yok district in Kanchanaburi in 
1943 and it is one of the rarest, and least 
known, convolvulaceae in the world. 
plants have only been collected 4 times, 
always in flower. The fruits and seeds had 
never been seen or described. Based 
on the structure of the ovary inside the 
flower, the species was presumed to have 
a type of fruit that would be unique in 
the convolvulaceae. Based on the very 
few herbarium specimens preserved in 
Thailand and the uK, Remirema appeared 
to be a rare and possibly endangered 
species. we set out to find it, using 
information gathered from Thai botanists 
who had seen the plants alive; Remirema 
was last collected in 1998. for this we 
needed a local guide and we hired one 
from a nearby royal project. he directed 
us to an access point for a restored 
section of the notorious Thai-Burma 
railway. The history of this infamous 
second world war project will be well 
known to readers in singapore, and need 
not be described here. suffice it to say 
that tourists interested in history come to 
this part of Thailand to visit ww2 sites, 
and a short section of the railway line 
in sai yok district has been restored so 
that it is easily accessible to tour groups. 
we walked for about 2 km along this 
restored railway line, which made access 
in the rugged limestone hills much easier. 
as we walked we kept looking for large 
climbers on the bamboo with big heart-
shaped leaves—our only clues as to what 
Remirema looked like. 

and, with patient searching, we found it! 
dr somran suddee spotted climbers on 
the hillside above the railway bed and 
we were able to climb up to them. These 
proved to be Remirema —abundantly 
laden with fruits in various stages of 
maturity! we quickly collected some and 
peeled back the enlarged, whitish sepals 
to see what the fruits looked like—to 
our surprise and dismay, enraged black 
ants came boiling out of the fruits and 
began biting us like fury. we had to first 
brush off the ants and move to a safer 
location to conduct our investigations 
lest we fall off the boulders we were 
perched on. we were able to document 
Remirema with photos, voucher 
specimens, and seeds. The fruits are 
exactly as hypothesized more than 65 
years ago and they are indeed unique in 
the family convolvulaceae. investigation 

of the nearby area disclosed a second 
population not far away, also bearing 
fruits. and there was abundant habitat 
nearby with rather little disturbance, so it 
is quite possible that Remirema is neither 
rare nor endangered, though more 
extensive survey is needed to determine 
this. The rugged terrain makes this part 
of Thailand unsuited for agriculture and 
works in the species favor. Now that our 
Thai colleagues know where to look, 
further investigations and conservation 
assessment are possible. 

finding one of the most enigmatic 
convolvulaceae species in the world 
was the high point of the trip for me, 
but it was not the end of our discoveries 
and it was matched by equivalent 
disappointment. over the next two 
days we drove back and forth across 
central Kanchanaburi province. we 
hoped to find a species that had been 
collected just once near si sawat in 1971; 
that specimen is the type collection 
for Cordisepalum phalanthopetalum. 
we did not find it. in the intervening 
years, construction of sri Nagarind 
dam flooded much of the low-lying 
area west of si sawat, creating an 
enormous reservoir as well as providing 
hydroelectric power for the kingdom. 
agricultural development proceeded 

one of the 
spectacular 
discoveries was 
to find Remirema 
bracteata. This 
species was 
described from 
sai yok district 
in Kanchanaburi 
in 1943 and it is 
one of the rarest, 
and least known, 
convolvulaceae in 
the world. 
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rapidly as well and much of the native 
forest nearby has been cleared to plant 
fruit orchards (this part of Kanchanaburi 
produces fruit for domestic consumption 
and export to places like singapore). 
Because Cordisepalum has tiny flowers 
(about 3–4 mm diameter) it is not easy 
to spot and the disappearance of its 
natural habitat does not bode well for the 
species survival in the si sawat area. we 
can only hope that it survives elsewhere; 
further collecting efforts in Thailand and 
myanmar will be needed to locate it.

during our final days in Kanchanaburi we 
traveled up to the border with myanmar 
near the old pilok mai, a former tin mine, 
and in Thong pha phum National park. 
here we were fortunate to discover 
two more of the rare species on our 
list. early in the morning of 7 November 
we spotted the fading white blooms 
of ipomoea aspera along the roadside. 
gardeners will be familiar with the 
moon flower (Ipomoea alba) a tropical 
american species that has now become 
a global weed through escape from 
cultivation, but they may not realize that 
there are several native asian species 
of night-flowering Ipomoea. These lovely 
plants could be attractive additions to 
gardens because they bloom at night, 
when working people are at home, and 
the large flowers are deliciously fragrant. 
in the case of Ipomoea aspera, the flowers 
have a spicy scent, somewhat like cloves. 
This species had been known from just 
four Thai collections and appeared to 
be rare; what we saw in Kanchanaburi 
demonstrated that this species is locally 
common there and is actually under 
no immediate threat. several sizable 

populations were sighted along the 
roadsides of highway 3272 through the 
rugged Tenasserim hills. sadly, there were 
no ripe fruits yet and the stem cuttings 
that were collected did not take root. 

Very near the end of highway 3272, 
on a steep mountainside close to the 
border, we spotted some very large red-
purple flowers climbing high in a tree 
that stretched across the road. when we 
managed to get some down, this proved 
to be yet another rarity on our target list. 
Ipomoea wangii was named from yunnan 
province in china in 1965. since then the 
species turned up in myanmar and twice 
in Thailand (both collections in fruit). as 
with Ipomoea aspera, there turned out 
to be sizable populations of i. wangii in 
this mountainous area of Kanchanaburi. 
likewise, the species is handsome and 
deserves to be introduced to cultivation. 
The showy red-purple flowers are 9–12 
cm across and borne profusely along 
the vines, which can drape large trees. 
unfortunately, it was too early in the 
season for any fruits to be ripe and 
the stem cuttings brought back to the 
gardens did not survive. 

The happy news is that we managed 
to locate and document four of the 12 
species we set out to find, as well as 
many other convolvulaceae, and our 
observations show that all four species 
appear to be under no immediate 
threat. while no formal conservation 
status has been proposed for them 
yet, under iucN criteria the status of 
least concern would seem appropriate, 
though we really need to know more 
about the abundance of Remirema before George Staples 

Herbarium

this is settled. we made our way back 
to Bangkok to process our specimens 
and before we parted company on 
10 November we enjoyed a delicious 
Japanese meal as our farewell at a nearby 
restaurant. 

Above:
Team convolvulaceae about to set sail on a sushi 
adventure (l to r: preecha Karaket, dr somran 
suddee, the author, ana rita simões). 

Flower of the night-blooming 
Ipomoea aspera.  

Vines of Ipomoea wangii in the 
forest canopy. 

Flower of Ipomoea wangii are ca 
9–12 cm in diameter. 

Restored section of the Thai-
Burma railway in Sai Yok district.
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education, research and conservation 
are amongst the core activities of 
the gardens, and these themes are 
highlighted in a current project involving 
myself, dr. george staples, as part of 
our senior researcher team. i am co-
supervising a phd research project 
with dr. mark carine, in collaboration 
with the university of reading and 
the Natural history museum, london. 
The scholar is ana rita simões, who 
visited the gardens and  herbarium 
last september-october, where she 
participated in the first international 
working group meeting on Taxonomy 
of convolvulaceae. This was a great 
opportunity to meet other researchers 
specialising in the family, learn how they 
are tackling similar taxonomic problems, 
and develop contacts for further 
collaborations. after the symposium, 
ana stayed in singapore for two weeks, 
where she made use of the wonderful 
resources of the gardens library and 
herbarium, and where the staff were 
warmly welcoming and supportive.

ana’s research project is concentrated 
on resolving the relationships in a 
particular tribe – merremieae – within 
convolvulaceae. Tribe merremieae 
includes the pantropical genera 
Merremia,  Operculina and Xenostegia, 
as well as Hewittia (africa and asia) 
and two particularly interesting asian 
genera, Decalobanthus and Remirema. 
This tribe is mostly characterized as 
twining plants, usually with 2-globose 
stigmas, always with non-spiny pollen 
grains, and usually with dehiscent 
capsules. in the field, these plants are 
often recognizable by their white, 
yellow, or even orange flowers. some 
species are cultivated as ornamentals, 
like Merremia umbellata with its crowded 
masses of beautiful orangey yellow, 
funnel-shaped flowers. The taxonomic 
problem with this tribe is that there 
are so many exceptions (as noted 
above) that there are no clear-cut 
boundaries between genera – taxa 
blur into one another at the genus 
and tribal level. The research involves 

spotlight on research: 
a phd project on convolvulaceae
Ana Rita Simões at work in the 

Gardens Herbarium.

Article



work in the field as well as in herbaria, 
comparing material of a broad array of 
morphological types in order to get a 
clear idea of the variation present, and 
also to pinpoint better morphological 
characters to correct the blurry 
boundaries between genera. The main 
goal of the study is to achieve a new 
classification of the tribe, in terms of 
how the genera relate to each other 
and also how the tribe fits the overall 
classification of the family. The most 
important feature of this study is that 
it incorporates many data sources: 
morphological information, plus pollen 
characters and dNa sequences. 

ana’s time in the gardens herbarium 
was spent studying our specimens of 
asian Merremia, as well as material 
borrowed from several other 
international herbaria. ana was able 
to make detailed observations on the 
morphology of the species and, when 
possible, take samples for future pollen 
and dNa analysis. The forthcoming 
analysis of all these data will provide 
a better understanding of how these 
Merremia species relate to each other 
as well as providing a more robust 
hypothesis about relationships between 
this genus and other genera within tribe 
merremieae. 

following two and one half weeks of 
herbarium study, ana shifted gears to 
field work and study of living plants. 
she first went off to Thailand, where 
she joined a collaborative singapore-
Thai project to collect rare species of 
Thai convolvulaceae. over the next 10 
days ana developed expertise in field 
collecting techniques, photography, 
and documenting her observations, 
during which she made collections for 
20 species in her study group. one 
of the highlights was locating and 
collecting fruits for the endemic Thai 
Remirema bracteata, which had never 
been seen before. Then, with this new 
skill set under her belt, she went on to 
cambodia for a further 10 days of field 
collecting in conjunction with a french-
cambodian project studying medicinal 
plants. another 12 collections were 
made there for the tribe merremieae. 

Near the end of November, ana 
returned to london, where the next 
phase of analysing and assimilating 
the information she gathered for her 
project has now begun. her project 
continues through 2012 and she has a 
solid foundation for this due to her time 
spent in the gardens herbarium.
. 

Top, page 6: 
dr. george staples, ana rita simões and 
dr somran suddee in the field in Thailand.

This page, clockwise from top left:

pressing specimens on pulau ubin (left, ana; right, 
dr mark carine of the Natural history museum 
london).

field team in action, along roadside in saraburi 
province, Thailand.

scoring herbarium specimens for morphological 
characters under a dissecting microscope.

ana photographing Merremia thorelii, a sandstone 
endemic in phu Jong Na yoi National park, ubon 
ratchathani province

George Staples
Herbarium

Photos by George Staples
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sowing the seeds 
of conservation in an 
oil palm plantation

Sunrise at the plantation in East Kalimantan
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our destination is p.T. rea KalTim 
plantations, located north of the provincial 
capital of samarinda in east Kalimantan. 
To reach there, we have to take a flight 
from singapore to Balikpapan followed 
by a two and a half hour drive to 
samarinda. The next morning, we drove 
another two hours plus to Kota Bangun 
on the mahakam river, to ply one of its 
tributaries, the Belayan, northwards for 
another three hours by speedboat. p.T. 
rea KalTim plantations is an oil palm 
plantation company encompassing 30,000 
hectares (roughly equivalent to almost half 
the size of singapore!) of oil palm estates. 
in collaboration with the conservation 
department (reaKoN), the reason 
for our trip was primarily to provide 
botanical inventories of pT. rea Kaltim’s 
conservation reserves, along with a 
herbarium collection in this less-travelled 
part of southeastern Borneo. our surveys 
of these remnant forests within the 
plantation enable the company to identify 
and give special attention to those areas 
that are botanically rich, for the purpose 
of long-term conservation within these 
sprawling estates. 

in our initial survey, we spent five full 
days botanizing the various forest types, 
including fresh water and peat swamp 
forests, a forested ridge in another swamp 
forest, primary forest (luntuth Jengan), 
disturbed primary forest (sg. sengit), 
secondary forest (sg. Buung) and a 
disturbed (previously burnt in 1997-98) 
swamp forest (loa Buluh).

in total we collected 137 fertile specimens 
of plants in 68 families including 16 
bryophytes (mosses and liverworts). 
amongst the higher plants collected, most 
belonged to the ginger (Zingiberaceae), 
hibiscus (malvaceae), macaranga 
(euphorbiaceae), coffee (rubiaceae) and 
cinnamon (lauraceae) families. of these, 
further studies by experts could yield 
2-3 new species for this region. a sign 
of encouragement is that Eusideroxylon 
zwageri (otherwise known as Borneo 
ironwood, ulin or Belian) an important 
wood of commerce belonging to the 
latter family could still be encountered 
in the remnant forests. There is re-
generation of the species as its seedlings 
can be found all around the parent trees, 
albeit growing slowly.

on the first day, after a few hours on a 
dirt track, we arrived at a fresh water 
swamp forest dominated by a Pandanus 
species about 4 m tall. we had to hack 
and slash with every step of the way in 
order to penetrate the forest. Just as we 
were about to concede to defeat and 
turn back, we stumbled upon a stand of 
giant Hanguana malayana, a curious sight 
among the Pandanus thicket. its leaves are 
held upright and measure more than 2 m 
long. The plants were slightly atypical of 
H. malayana and dNa work is needed 
to establish if they really belong to that 
species.

over several days we came across a 
peat swamp dominated by species of tall 

our surveys of these remnant forests 
within the plantation enable the company 
to identify and give special attention to 
those areas that are botanically rich, for 
the purpose of long-term conservation 
within these sprawling estates. 

Kalimantan, Indonesia
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Kahang with fruits of Tabernaemontana macrocarpa

Flowers of Tabernaemontana

Lambertus with a blade of swamp Hanguana malayan

The expedition team
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trees belonging to the genera Artocarpus, 
Dipterocarpus, Parashorea, Ixonanthes 
and Sindora. The swampy ground is also 
home to water plants such as species of 
Cryptocoryne and Barclaya motleyi. There 
is also a terrestrial orchid, Nephelaphyllum 
pulcrum found on drier ground here. 
amongst the herbaceous plants, the family 
araceae is well represented by terrestrials 
such as Lasia spinosa, Homalomena 
rostrata, Schismatoglottis species and 
climbers such as Rhaphidohora beccarii 
as well as an Anadendrum which could 
possibly be a new species. other climbers 
of the genera Ficus and Poikilospermum 
abound here. one typical tree of 
horticultural potential that is abundant 
in the swamp forest is Tabernaemontana 
macrocarpa, with fragrant flowers and 
huge twin fruits, locally referred to as 
“rhino balls”.

in open areas fully exposed to the sun, 
common pioneer plants such as Dillenia 
suffruticosa, Clidemia hirta, Melastoma 
malabathricum and Dicranopteris species. 
are the standard fare. also amongst 
them is a ubiquitous tall and pretty grass 
miscanthus floridulus which occasionally 
forms stands, characteristic of the 
pioneer species of Borneo. occasionally 
amongst them, there is a terrestrial orchid 
Bromheadia finlaysoniana waving its large 
white flowers in the wind. also scrambling 
over these are climbers such as Mikania 
cordata and two beautiful species of 
convolvulaceae, Merremia peltata and M. 
umbellata. 

up on the ridges, secondary forests are 
dominated by Macaranga species, while 
bamboos and gingers are also abundant. 
we collected several Hornstedtia, 
Etlingera and Alpina species. some of 
these gingers form clumps covering large 
patches. palms (other than the monocrop, 
Elaeis guineensis) are surprisingly not well 
represented. other than several species 
of rattans, we encountered only sterile 
species of Borassodendron and Salacca. 
The only palm we collected is a beautiful 
Licuala vallida in fruit. orchids are also 
not well represented, both epiphytic and 
terrestrial. in total, we encountered only 
11 species of them, and made collections 
of the flowering ones.

loa Buluh (where rea conservation 
now has a functioning field station and 

field laboratory) was the most interesting 
location with exciting species of plants 
including a large shorea species that is 
more than 60 m tall and measuring 1.5 
m wide and a cauliflorous Diospyros with 
fleshy flowers which could well prove to 
be a new species. 

The days flew pass as we toiled into the 
night processing the plants, making notes 
for the specimen labels and processing 
pictures. during the last few days before 
we were due to fly off, we got to taste 
a local durian, D. kutejensis, which was 
sold in a roadside stall and was more 
expensive than Durio zibethinus, the 
common durian. our verdict is that it 
is definitely an acquired taste. its drier 
texture made it feel as if we were 
munching on a kueh dodoh that has gone 
wrong. The pungent smell that we tend 
to associate with durian is totally lacking! 
yuck! Though you are all most welcome 
to try the fruit if the seeds we planted 
in the gardens made it to adulthood in 
seven years time!

Paul Leong
Serena Lee 
Herbarium

All pictures by Paul Leong
except for group by Yusuf

Etlingera metriocheilos

An interesting cauliforus Diospyros which may represent a new species
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Robiquetia spathulata was first described 
from a specimen collected in singapore in 
1893 at dalvey road by the first director 
of the gardens, h.N. ridley. This specimen 
is still housed in the gardens herbarium, 
although since its discovery it has not 
been re-collected until it was rediscovered 
by mark lim, a conservation officer from 
the National parks Board in mid-2006 
(see gardenwise 27:10-11). 

This monopodial epiphyte orchid has 
strong leathery leaves of about 16cm long 
by 4cm wide. it bears attractive pendulous 
flowering shoots with many flowers 
opening at the same time. The sepals and 
petals are reddish-brown with light yellow 
margins and a unique yellow band in the 
middle of each. This is the only species of 
the genus Robiquetia found in singapore.
after the euphoria of re-discovery 
had settled, we got down to work on 

propagation of a very rare orchid, 
Robiquetia spathulata

Khoo- Woon Mui Hwang
Lim-Ho Chee Len

Orchid Breeding and 
Micropropagation

Whang Lay Keng
National Orchid Garden

Ali bin Ibrahim
Pulau Ubin

conserving the plant by carrying out self-
pollination in the field. seedpods were 
formed but unfortunately the seeds 
were not viable. undaunted, we tried 
propagation by tissue culture. leaves 
were carefully removed from the shoot to 
expose the apical and axillary buds, which 
were then thoroughly cleaned, sterilised 
and excised. These buds were placed in 
sterile nutrient media consisting of Vacin & 
went basic salt for initiation. The excised 
buds were closely monitored for a couple 
of months with constant change of fresh 
nutrient media. of the six usable buds 
excised, only two axillary buds finally 
developed either into a mass of cells or 
multiple young shoots. from theese, about 
300 plantlets were sent to the nursery 
for growing on. once fully grown, we 
will re-introduce this beautiful and locally 
endangered orchid species back to pulau 
ubin and other parks in singapore.

Clockwise from top left:

flowers of Robiquetia 
spathulata.

multiple young shoots 
growing in the gardens 
laboratories, ready for 
growing on.

plantlets of the rare orchid 
in pots at the nursery.
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The making of stars 
The gardens made gardening stars of over 40 students from assumption pathway school and Northlight school 
through its gardenstars project. The project involved students from both schools coming together to design and 
implement a garden at corner green in the gardens. The students were advised and guided by internationally 
recognised, award-winning garden designers - australia’s Jim fogarty, and singapore’s very own alan Tan. 

at a celebration event to mark the successful completion of the gardenstars project at the gardens on 3 august 2009, 
minister for National development, mr mah Bow Tan, congratulated the students and teachers of both schools for their 
passion and commitment. “This new garden is not only a gift to the Botanic gardens but a meaningful project that inspires a 
love for nature and introduces the students to the horticulture industry as a potential career path” said minister mah.

The students, who were allocated a 500 square metre plot of land in the gardens, had a month to design and complete the 
garden whilst attending classes conducted by the two garden designers. comprising four mini-gardens connected by garden 
pathways, their design included plants and recycled materials woven into the garden landscape.

as part of the gardens’ 150th anniversary celebrations, the gardenstars project was aimed at cultivating the message 
of hope – to inspire us that with hard work, commitment and passion, one could blossom into a future “star” in the 
horticultural industry and have a hand in shaping singapore’s vision of a city in a garden.

Minister Mah enjoying a guided tour by the Gardenstars
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Two minds, one theory - 
wallace & darwin, the two 
faces of evolution theory

Mr Ng Lang (CEO, NParks), Mr George Yeo (Minister for Foreign 
Affairs), Prof Tommy Koh (Ambassador-At-Large) and Dr Chin See 
Chung (Director, Singapore Botanic Gardens) enjoying a short 
performance on Wallace’s explorations, together with guests 

The gardens recognised and paid tribute to wallace’s significant 
legacy by putting together a special exhibition entitled “Two 
minds, one Theory: wallace & darwin, the Two faces of 
evolution Theory” in the gardens from 1st to 30th august 2009. 
while in singapore wallace wrote enthusiastically in his journals 
of his productive explorations of local areas such as the Bukit 
Timah hill forests, at a time when tigers still roamed this island. 

The “Two minds, one Theory: wallace & darwin, the Two 
faces of evolution Theory” exhibition also contained a uniquely 
singaporean flavour, literally. for example, it revealed little-known 
facts such as wallace being the first to describe the durian as 
“the king of fruits”. in one of his journals, he waxed lyrical about 
the durian’s unique appearance, odour, texture and flavour -”the 
more you eat of it, the less you feel inclined to stop”. 

wallace returned to his native london in 1862 after an epic 
eight-year journey through our region, armed with a massive 
collection of 125,660 wildlife specimens, of which about 1,000 
were species new to science. 

wallace came to the same conclusion on the theory of evolution 
at about the same time as darwin and both great thinkers 
communicated and collaborated on the groundbreaking idea 
of natural selection. darwin eventually published The Origin of 
Species - a book that changed forever our understanding of the 
nature of life. The book was published in 1859, the same year as 
the gardens was established.

mention the term ‘evolution’ to anyone and instantly charles 
darwin comes to mind. few are as familiar with the name alfred 
russel wallace, also known as the other father of the theory 
of evolution. and, even fewer are aware that singapore was 
wallace’s base when he was exploring the malay archipelago. 

I do! I do! I do! 
in celebration of our 150th anniversary, 168 couples said “i do” amidst the splendour of the gardens. The event earned the 
gardens a coveted place in the guinness world records for “most couples married in 24 hours”. set on the auspicious date 
of 20-09-2009, the gardens had targeted a sign-up of 150 couples to mark the gardens’ anniversary. however, tying the knot 
at singapore’s best-loved icon amidst abundant greenery and air of blossoming romance proved to be an irresistible and 
winning attraction and the mass celebration saw 168 couples exchanging their marital vows. 

The couples exchanged their vows in 22 exquisitely decorated pavilions that had been specially designed with the 
surrounding environment of the gardens in mind and colour-themed accordingly. The pavilions were spread across some of 
the gardens’ most-loved spots, including the Band stand, swan lake and symphony lake. The solemnisations were followed 
by a high-tea buffet reception and a specially arranged concert to serenade the newly-wed couples and their guests. each 
couple also received a customised keepsake from the guest-of-honour, mr lim Boon heng, minister, prime minister’s office 
and deputy chairman of the people’s association, to commemorate their special day.

Over 150 couples took to the red carpet for the wedding march at the Shaw Foundation Symphony Stage
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in search of gingers
a buzz of excitement filled the air on the morning of 1 oct 2009 as guests 
and staff were treated to an exhibition of exquisite botanical illustrations 
entitled “In Search of Gingers” at the gardens library of Botany and 
horticulture. 

This month-long exhibition was launched with a very entertaining and 
knowledgeable talk by sandy ross sykes, an award-winning botanical artist. 
she honed her artistic skills at The royal college of art, london, where 
she specialises in painting Zingiberaceae. since 2001 her paintings have 
been regularly exhibited in the uK, hong Kong and usa and she has won 
several prestigious awards. sandy is also a passionate believer in the role of 
the botanical artist to both conserve and record botanical information for 
future generations. 

There are currently over 1,200 known species of Zingiberaceae (gingers), 
flourishing mainly in southeast asia. The exhibition was aimed at raising 
public awareness of the species. illegal logging, pollution and urbanization 
are three of the main problems facing this fascinating family of plants. 
The exhibition comprised botanical illustrations, a display of living plants 
and various products derived from the commonly used species of the 
Zingiberaceae family like ginger, turmeric and cardamom. for younger visitors, 
there was an interactive “scratch & sniff ” corner to explore the smells and 
colours of gingers. The exhibition is particularly appropriate for our 150th 
anniversary, as the ginger family has been of research interest to the gardens 
since the time of h.N. ridley, our first director. The exhibition was made 
possible by the kind sponsorship and support of mrs margaret lien.

Artist’s paraphernalia

Children really enjoyed the scratch-and-sniff corner – 
gingers smell wonderful!

One evening, two stellar performances
in celebration of the gardens’ 150thanniversary, the gardens presented One Evening - Two Stellar Performances on 18 october 
2009 at 6pm at the shaw foundation symphony stage. featuring the much-loved singapore chinese orchestra and the 
world-renowned New york philharmonic principal Brass, this highly anticipated event was an evening to remember. 

The programme kicked off with the singapore chinese orchestra playing delightful suites comprising the spring suite which 
depicts the vitality of spring and the carmen suite which comprises a series of five movements by renowned composer Bizet. 

The evening ended on a high note with a rousing performance by The New york philharmonic principal Brass, a quintet 
comprising the principals of the brass section of the highly acclaimed New york philharmonic orchestra. This performance by 
the New york philharmonic principal Brass launched the orchestra’s visit to singapore, during its first international concert 
tour under the leadership of its recently appointed maestro alan gilbert.

Playing to a full house
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Botanical diplomacy
spouses of apec leaders were treated to a garden city experience at the gardens on 14 Nov 2009. The morning of 
botanical delights began with a journey of discovery at the Jacob Ballas children’s garden where over 100 students from 
Nanyang primary school, loyang primary school, methodist girls school and Nus high welcomed the spouses and shared 
their knowledge of the children’s garden as well as provided a peek into the intricacies of floral arrangement and bottle 
gardening.

after a morning with our charming student guides, it was off to the ginger garden which was transformed into a stunning 
display of tropical diversity, forms and colours with orchids and gingers jostling for attention. Named the uniquely singapore 
display, this visual feast was a hit with our Vip visitors. This exuberant and lush floral landscape provided the perfect setting for 
a specially designed luncheon hosted by mrs lee hsien loong. 

The event also saw mrs lee presenting Trichocentrum apec singapore 2009 to commemorate the special occasion. This 
exquisite hybrid was immortalised in 24K gold and gifted to the spouses as a keepsake of their visit to the gardens.

over at the esplanade, the gardens also weaved its magic to ensure a garden city experience for singapore evening, an 
extravaganza showcasing singapore cuisine and culture. The gardens staff together with istana staff also transformed the 
istana’s banquet hall, the venue for the apec leaders’ lunch, into a floral wonderland resplendent with stunning blooms 
and tropical foliage.

One for the album- Spouses of APEC leaders with Mrs Lee Hsien Loong (2nd row, right)
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The art of botanical painting
The gardens launched its much awaited 2010 calendar on sunday 25 october 2009. The launch of the calendar, which forms 
part of the 150th anniversary celebrations, was graced by mr. Tan Jiew hoe, president of the singapore gardening society (sgs).  

The 2010 calendar features a selection of botanical paintings carefully selected from the archives of the gardens to represent 
the forests of the region, and illustrates the diversity, beauty, rarity and utility of rain forest plants. The 13 chosen botanical 
paintings are painted in an artistic manner, with the flower or the fruit highlighted in colour to further accentuate the image. it is 
hoped that the calendar will enhance public awareness on the conservation of our natural forests.

Mr Tan Jiew Hoe, Dr Chin See Chung (Director, Singapore 
Botanic Gardens) and Mr Kwa Chong Seng (Chairman 
& MD of ExxonMobil Asia Pacific Pte Ltd) launching the 
Gardens 2010 calendar

The gardens’ calendar is a community project sponsored by 
exxonmobil asia pacific pte ltd, a staunch supporter of this 
project since 2002. all proceeds from the sale of the calendar 
go towards the singapore Botanic gardens exhibition fund, 
in support of the garden’s public exhibition programme. This 
programme is used to educate visitors about the appreciation of 
flora and fauna.

The launch of the gardens’ 2010 calendar by the president of 
the singapore gardening society also marked the long and close 
friendship between the gardens and sgs dating back to its 
founding in 1936.

Fugitives fleurs: a unique perspective 
on floral fragments 
photography can freeze a moment in time and allow one to view objects from 
a different perspective. By capturing floral fragments as a vector of emotion, 
time and identity, Joyce wye ho’s macro portraits of flowers are a revelation of 
luminous colours and abstract, often ethereal forms, offering us a glimpse into 
undiscovered worlds and trajectories. 

over two weeks from 7 december, visitors to the gardens had the opportunity 
to immerse themselves in nature’s fleeting beauty through the photographic 
exhibition as well as talks and meet the artist sessions conducted by Joyce.

a singaporean artist based in the uK, Joyce, tries to highlight the moment lived, 
rather than the sense of its loss, through her ‘floral fragments’ imagery. in doing 
so, she hopes to evoke a certain poignancy relating to the poetic transience and 
cyclical nature of life and allow visitors to reflect on the way they feel, perceive, 
remember and dream. 

a moment in time - Visitors immersing themselves in 
the ephemeral beauty of nature

Falling in love
strains of familiar favourites such as grande polonaise, memory 
(from the musical cats), o sole mio and cielito lindo filled the 
air as renowned polish talents iwona Tober, leszek swidzinski, 
Tadeusz szlenkier and Joanna lawrynowicz took visitors on a 
musical journey at the shaw foundation symphony stage on 7 
November 2009. a collaboration between the gardens and the 
embassy of poland, the “fall in love with warsaw” concert also 
featured polish melodies about the city of warsaw, transporting 
visitors to one of the world’s most romantic cities. 

Polish operatic talents serenading visitors to the Gardens
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mr sam Tan (4th from left) and mr Kim Joong-keun, ambassador 
of the republic of Korea (2nd from left) admiring one of the many 
installations in the gardens

A garden dialogue - 
Reminiscences of the Gardens
featuring 30 nature paintings inspired by the greenery and 
iconic locations in the gardens, this exhibition captured their 
special essence, character and history. adopting an impressionist 
style using a mix of oil and acrylic paints, award-winning artist 
eng siak loy captured the images subtly as someone would see 
if they just caught a glimpse of the scene.

eng is a well-known designer and artist. his works include the 
currency notes of singapore and many stamp and coin sets. 
eng’s excellent work and contributions to the art and design 
scene have seen him receiving the prestigious uNesco Noma 
concourse prize. he was also a recipient of asia’s most Beautiful 
stamps award while coming in 2nd in the most Beautiful stamp 
in the world award in 2003. as a fitting cap to his lifelong 
achievements, he won the singapore president’s design award 
(designer of the year) in 2007. 
 

mr eng with guest of honour mrs sheryn mah

Children celebrate!
children too were very much a part of the gardens’ 150th 
anniversary celebrations through events specially designed to 
inspire a love for nature and greenery through play. art and 
the rhythm of nature were the order of the day for over 1,000 
participants at “The Big draw” held at the Jacob Ballas children’s 
garden on 29 November 2009. with nature as their inspiration, 
the children worked alongside renowned artists such as mr sun 
yu li to create innovative community art pieces. 

The big picture – children exercising their creative juices

Born in the Gardens
over November and december, visitors were treated to a visual 
feast as they meandered through the gardens and discovered 
art installations in its various nooks and crannies. more than 20 
pieces making up 10 installations were created by five Korean 
and five singaporean artists, who were specially invited to take 
part in this unique exhibition to celebrate the gardens’ 150th 
anniversary and Korea festival 2009.
 
centred on the interplay between man and Nature and the 
evolution of what is regarded as one’s natural environment, the 
exhibition, titled NatureBorne, was launched on 2 November. The 
artworks were varied in medium and form, but each had been 
specifically positioned to create a harmonious landscape, sitting 
within the gardens as though born there. The event was graced 
by mr sam Tan, parliamentary secretary, ministry of information, 
communications and the arts, and ministry of Trade and 
industry. attending the launch were over 150 guests including 
ambassadors and diplomats from 20 countries.
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Botanical party
The minister for National development, mr mah Bow Tan, joined over 5,000 members of the public at a spectacular and 
fun-filled botanical party at the gardens on the evening of 5 december to mark the successful completion of the year-long 
celebrations to commemorate our historic 150th anniversary. 

The audience were treated to a delightful visual and auditory experience as they relaxed in the lush flora and fauna of the 
gardens. To commemorate the gardens’ 150th anniversary, 150 trees were specially decorated and lit up, illuminating palm 
Valley. The “Trees of the world” light-up was designed to involve embassies, corporations, schools and community groups in 
the celebration of one of singapore’s best loved public spaces.

Besides experiencing palm Valley bathed in lights, the audience were serenaded by the enchanting melody of bird songs 
performed by composer robert casteels, as he led a group of singapore’s finest jazzmen, world-music performers and the 
philharmonic youth winds in performing jazz classics and familiar tunes such as Jimi hendrix’s little wings and The Beatles’ 
Blackbird, re-interpreted and re-harmonised specially for this concert. The concert was specially conceived to celebrate the 
rich diversity of bird species in singapore. There are more than 360 species in singapore, and over one-third are known to 
visit or stay in the gardens.

Minister Mah lighting up the 150 Trees of the World

Of saints, ships and suspense
The gardens’ library of Botany and horticulture played host the asian launch of Saints, Ships and Suspense on 24 
october 2009.

‘Saints, Ships and Suspense’ takes the reader on a remarkable journey through Norwegian culture, society and nature. it is 
authored by miss gertrude marsh, intrepid explorer and a long-time partner and supporter of the gardens, whose passion 
for knowledge and exploration is only rivalled by her love for the natural sciences. The highlight of the morning was a public 
reading by miss marsh, whose riveting performance kept the audience spellbound. 

speaking at the launch, our director dr chin see chung said: 
“miss marsh’s journeys began in earnest after she discovered in 
1997 a rare copy of Flora Novegica by Bishop Johan gunnerus, 
published in 1776. her first book was a journey tracing the 
footsteps of gunnerus as he travelled in search of human 
souls and gods’ plants. Saints, Ships and Suspense, is companion 
volume. it continues her love-affair with things Norwegian. 
she travelled Norway in search of places and memories as 
a pilgrim, historian and naturalist. in this she is joined by her 
first Norwegian guide and now her dearest friend, mr ornulf 
Norgard. long may she continue her explorations”.

miss gertrude marsh autographing her book for guests
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Birthday wishes for the Gardens

Sara and her family welcoming visitors to the Gardens

Together with her family, sara, the gardens’ friendly Botanicosaurus rolled out the welcome mat for visitors at the green 
pavilion and Botany centre. during the months of November and december, visitors to the gardens were treated to an 
enchanting garden display titled “sara’s garden of wishes”. Taking centre-stage at the display was a giant guest book for 
visitors to pen their birthday wishes for the gardens. The displays were a hit with visitors who were only too happy to add 
their good wishes for posterity. 

here are some comments and good wishes penned by our visitors:

Absolutely delightful. Probably the best Botanical Gardens we have seen in any country. Orchids were 
glorious. A credit to all who designed and worked in it. 

- Paul and Bill Moneill.

What a wonderful set of  gardens! What a significant resource for citizens and visitors. 
- Prof  David Butt 

Congrats on your 150 Anni! I love the Botanic Gardens; it is one of  the best places in 
Singapore. Thank you everyone working at the Gardens for making it a wonderful haven. 
You must have put in a lot of  heart and hard work in maintaining and developing it. Well done! 

- Loh Kah Wei 

Terri Oh
Singapore Garden Festival
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The first international working 
group meeting on the Taxonomy of 
convolvulaceae was held at the gardens 
from 28–30 september, 2009. This first 
ever meeting of taxonomists and other 
specialists who study the morning glory 
family was one of the events celebrating 
the 150th anniversary of the gardens. 

although the economic downturn kept 
some researchers from attending due 
to lack of funds, those who made the 
trip found the chance to meet face 
to face with colleagues an invigorating 
experience. many have worked singly for 
years or decades and have never before 
had the chance to discuss matters of 
mutual interest with like-minded peers. 
Twelve participants came from australia, 
Brazil, ethiopia, france, germany, malaysia, 
portugal, Thailand and the uK. Three 
additional participants took part from afar 
by sending their powerpoint presentations 
from canada, the uK and usa. 

in addition to the researchers—
comprising active and retired scientists, 
faculty members, graduate students and 
a living collection curator—the working 
group was joined by a bioinformatics 
specialist. lisa walley, representing 

convolvulaceae taxonomic workshop

Above:
working group meeting participants in the Botany 
centre second floor garden. front row, left to 
right: wannachai chatan (Thailand), syahida emiza 
binti suhaimi (malaysia), rosangela simão-Bianchini 
(Brazil), sebsebe demissew (ethiopia), Nelly 
Bouilhac (france); back row standing, left to right: 
ana simões (portugal/uK), dick Brummitt (uK), 
Teresa Buril (Brazil), lisa walley (usa), mark carine 
(uK), eckart eich (germany), george staples (sBg), 
Bob Johnson (australia). 

George Staples
Herbarium

the encyclopedia of life project led a 
hands-on workshop that demonstrated 
the power of the worldwide web for 
creating electronic taxonomic platforms 
in real time. The potential for e-taxonomy 
to enhance and speed up efforts to 
learn about and document biodiversity 
is enormous and the potential was fully 
realized by the working group. a decision 
was made to proceed with creating a 
site devoted to convolvulaceae using the 
newly forged e-taxa platform.

after three full days of presentations, 
discussions, and goal-setting the group 
spent a day exploring pulau ubin. 
although we did not anticipate finding so 
many convolvulaceae on this small and 
very well studied island, the expert’s eyes 
located more species than we had been 
led to expect there. mostly, after three 
days of talking, participants just enjoyed 
the chance to get outdoors and look 
at plants, something botanists have in 
common no matter where they are from! 
Based on the success of the first working 
group meeting, plans are already afoot 
for a second one, probably in conjunction 
with the next international Botanical 
congress, to be held in melbourne, 
australia in 2011.

ArOund the gArdens
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WhAt’s BlOOMing

The baobab tree Adansonia digitata is 
the most widespread of the Adansonia 
species. This genus has eight species 
that are native to the african continent, 
madagascar and australia. The generic 
name ‘Adansonia’ is in honour of the 
french botanist, michel adanson (1727-
1806). The species name ‘digitata’ means 
hand-like, which is in reference to the 
leaf shape. Adansonia digitata is known 
by many common names, and is most 
usually simply called ‘the baobab’. its other 
vernacular names include boab, boaboa, 
upside-down tree, dead-rat tree, monkey 
bread tree, bottle tree and countless 
other african names. Adansonia belongs 
to the family malvaceae (hibiscus family), 
but older literature classifies it in the 
Bombacaceae, which is now considered a 
sub-family of the malvaceae.

it is not a particularly tall tree, usually 
reaching a height of 20 to 30 m;  
however, the trunk is massive, and 
the largest example alive in limpopo 
province, south africa has a recorded 
circumference of 47 m. The enormous, 
usually squat, cylindrical bottle-shaped 
trunk gives rise to thick tapering sparse 
branches resembling a root-system. This 
growth form is the reason why the tree 
is sometimes referred to as the upside-
down tree. The huge trunks are used by 
the tree to store water for dry periods. 
Trees sometimes have several trunks 
emerging from the ground. in its native 
habitat, the baobab is deciduous during 
dry season and usually flowers at the end 
of the dry season. on the other hand, in 
the wet tropics, we hardly see it shedding 
its leaves. 

The baobab inflorescences are large and 
pendulous, and the creamy-white flowers 
are attractive and sweet smelling. The 
flowers are about 10 cm across and have 
waxy and crinkled petals which surround 
a dense cluster of stamens that reminds 
one of a powder puff. The inflorescences 
open in the evenings and senesce within 
24 hours, turning brown and smelling 
quite unpleasant on the ground. The 

upside down or right side up?
The baobab tree

flowers are bat pollinated, which come to 
feed on the copious nectar. 

The pendant fruit is another oddity of 
the plant, and is quite a large velvety 
oval-shaped woody capsule, about 12 
cm long. it is green when young and 
turns yellowish-brown when mature. 
from afar, and with an active imagination, 
these pendulous fruits look like dead-rats 
hanging upside down on the tree – hence 
on of the common names, dead-rat tree!

Besides being one of the plant kingdom’s 
bizarre wonders, the tree is often 
associated with the mystique, legend and 
superstition of the land where it occurs. 
indigenous australians and africans have 
used baobabs as a source of water and 
food and have used the leaves medicinally 
for centuries. They have also painted 
and carved the outside of the fruits into 
beautiful ornaments. people have used 
large baobab trees with hollow trunks for 
centuries for various purposes including 
houses, storage barns, a toilet, prisons, 
pubs and even bus stops! in the sunland 
farm, limpopo province, south africa, a 
pub has been constructed in the hollow 
of an old baobab that is reputed to be 
6000 years old. This pub can take up to 
about 20 people. going ‘down under’, in 
derby and wyndham, western australia, 
we find another species of baobab, 
adansonia gregorii, which was used to 
make prisons. The prison trees were used 
in the 1890s as an overnight lockup for 
prisoners on their way for sentencing in 
town. These trees are now a major tourist 
attraction.

Besides providing shelter, the baobab has 
many other uses. The young leaves are 
used as a vegetable throughout mainland 

africa, where they are cooked fresh 
or dried as powder. The fruit pulp can 
be eaten direct or mixed with milk or 
porridge, can be mixed in water to make 
a nutritious lemonade-like drink, and 
was even once used in the production 
of tartare sauce. it is said to have more 
vitamin c than oranges and exceeds the 
calcium content of cow’s milk. The seeds 
can also be consumed and produce an 
edible oil. The fibrous bark is used to 
make useful items such as mats, ropes, 
fishing nets and lines, sacks and even 
clothing. in africa, although people and 
elephants often heavily strip the bark, 
the tree does not suffer as a normal tree 
would from ring-barking. Baobabs have 
the ability to simply continue to grow and 
produce new layer of bark. 

in the gardens a tree planted near the 
sun garden recently graced us with 
wonderful large creamy-white blooms.
The next time you are in the gardens, 
take a stroll along the beautifully 
landscaped sun garden and spot this 
upside-down tree. find out for yourself if 
it is indeed the right side up; and reflect 
on this amazing plant that provide so 
much to life in the arid areas of africa, 
madagascar and australia.

The huge trunks are used by the tree 
to store water for dry periods. Trees 
sometimes have several trunks 
emerging from the ground. 

Nura Abdul Karim
Living Collections 

Photos by N. A.Karim, S.L. Koh, J.W. Taute
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The Baobab Pub in South Africa.

The upside down tree near the Sun Garden.

The large attractive flowers of Adansonia 
digitata.

The young fruit of the Baobab tree.

The interior of the Baobab Pub.

The Prison Tree of Derby, Australia.
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ginger And its Allies

Hornstedtia scyphifera commonly occurs at Bukit Timah and near MacRitche Reservoir.

spindle gingers – 
jewels of singapores forests

Inflorescence and close-up of the flower of 
Hornstedtia conica. 

The pretty yellow-flowered Hornstedtia 
tomentosa is native of Java and Borneo. It 
thrives in the Ginger Garden.
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members of the ginger genus Hornstedtia 
are native to the forests of southeast asia. 
They are usually large plants with robust 
pseudostems. some species have rhizomes 
just at the ground level, but others have 
their rhizomes well lifted above ground on 
stout stilt roots. due to the spindle-shaped 
inflorescence, they are called spindle 
gingers. The genus Hornstedtia was named 
in 1791 by swedish chemist, botanist 
and entomologist anders Johan retzius 
after his fellow countryman, surgeon and 
naturalist claës fredric hornstedt, who 
amassed rich collections in the fields of 
natural history and ethnology during his 
journey to Java in 1783 and 1784. The 
total number of Hornstedtia species is 
not known and will perhaps exceed 40. 
The group is in urgent need of revision 
as there are nearly one hundred names 
published not only under Hornstedtia, but 
also under Amomum or generic names 
lost in history and no longer accepted like 
Greenwaya, Donacodes or Stenochasma. 

Three Hornstedtia species are native to 
singapore. The most common and also 
the most conspicuous is Hornstedtia 
scyphifera, know also as great spindle 
ginger. The specific epithet scyphifera has 
greek roots and means cup bearing, 
referring to the shape of the mature 
inflorescence. The leafy shoots of mature 
plants are about 3 metres high and are 
often on stilt roots. The inflorescences 
arise from the rhizome on very short 
peduncles. The tightly arranged broadly 
ovate bracts are dark maroon-red with 
white transverse reticulation. The young 
inflorescences are spindle shaped, but as 

the flowering progresses, the upper part 
opens up and forms the typical cups, often 
filled with mucilaginous liquid. The bright 
red flowers with anthers closely pressing 
against the small labellum reminds of one 
of duck beaks. The species is common 
in forests of the malay peninsula and has 
also been reported from Borneo and 
sumatra, but is in decline in singapore. 
Hornstedtia leonurus has more slender 
leafy shoots. The inflorescences arise at 
the base of leafy shoots and are partly 
buried in the ground. The bracts are much 
narrower, brownish-green, covered with 
golden tightly appressed hairs and the 
inflorescence loosens up as the flowering 
progresses. The dark red flowers are truly 
beautiful with whitish tips to the corolla 
lobes and a labellum with a white margin. 
The specific epithet leonurus mean lion’s 
tail. This species is sometimes referred to 
as the lesser spindle ginger. Both species 
were discovered by danish botanist 
Johann gerhard Koenig in forests near 
malacca in peninsular malaysia during 
his expedition between 1778 and 1779. 
Koenig recognized them as members of 
the genus Amomum and in 1783 described 
the two species as A. scyphiferum and A. 
leonurus.

The third species, which is rather rare 
in singapore, is Hornstedtia conica. The 
inflorescence is of similar shape and 
size to that of young H. scyphifera, but 
the pink-red bracts lack the prominent 
reticulation and instead are covered by 
short appressed hairs. The inflorescence of 
H. conica does not make a cup and retains 
the spindle shape even after flowering is 

over, hence the name. when in flower, 
it is easy to distinguish it from the other 
two species by its well-developed pink 
labellum, which has a frilly margin. ridley 
described the species in 1890 based on 
collections from Johor and selangor in 
peninsular malaysia and from Bukit pajang 
in singapore. of these, the selangor 
specimen was selected as the lectotype of 
the species and is housed in the gardens 
herbarium.

as the latter two species are both critically 
endangered in singapore, the gardens 
and conservation division are working 
on a programme to conserve them by 
propagation and reintroduction. although 
all are plants of a forest environment, it 
is possible that they could be suitable for 
planting in selected park habitats in our 
urban landscape.

Jana Leong-Skornicková
Herbarium

Photos by Jana Leong-Škornicková

Hornstedtia leonurus was recorded in 
Nee Soon and Seletar during surveys 
conducted by herbarium staff.

Three Hornstedtia 
species are native to 
singapore. The most 
common and also the 
most conspicuous is 
Hornstedtia scyphifera, 
know also as great 
spindle ginger. 
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detail of the inflorescence.

Hedychium longicornutum – 
a stunning epiphyte from malaysia
“The green sheep” – a first for 
babies and toddlers at JBcg

FrOM educAtiOn OutreAch

Clockwise from top left:

Babies and toddlers enthralled by The green sheep, 
at the party place of JBcg.

loud “yay’s!” for the Band sheep.

of sheep and trains...

children eager to join the slide sheep.

captivating stories about the Thin sheep and the 
wide sheep.

Janice Yau
Education

Photos by Winnie Wong unless otherwise stated

“The green sheep” by mem fox and 
Judy horacek, directed by cate fowler, 
is a guided experience for babies, 
toddlers and their families. Based on the 
classic australian picture book ‘where 
is the green sheep’ by mem fox and 
performed in an interactive setting 
inspired by Judy horacek’s illustrations, 
three puppeteers and a musician tell the 
tale of the search for the green sheep. in 
the process, they introduce many other 
sheep and wonderful concepts which 
include music, movement and puppetry. 
The green sheep is the first programme 
conducted at the Jacob Ballas children’s 
garden (JBcg) which caters specifically 
for children of 1 to 5 years old and gives 
fun, meaningful and interactive bonding 
with their parents or caregivers. This goes 
towards filling the gap in programmes for 
our toddler audience at JBcg.

Twelve “The green sheep” performances 
were held at the party place in JBcg from 
8 to 13 dec 2009.Tickets were priced at 
$6 per child and $6 per accompanying 
adult. in just 2 weeks, tickets were sold 
out. a finally tally of numbers showed that 
we successfully reached out to more than 

950 children and their families over the 
five and a half days. 

one mother told us after the show, “The 
green sheep was great! i was skeptical 
that my daughter of 11 months could 
keep quiet or hold her attention for 
more than 5 minutes. yet, my friends and i 
decided to give it a shot with our babies. 
The children were absolutely mesmerized 
by what was going on, sitting for half an 
hour on our laps, clapping their hands 
and laughing! The performers really knew 
what they were doing. it was an absolutely 
wonderful experience for all of us, 
especially the babies!”. mrs wong, mother 
of a 3-year-old boy and a 5-year-old 
girl, felt that the green sheep was a fun 
and educational experience. “The story 
is simple enough for the little ones to 
understand, while the props and musical 
instruments made the show very exciting. 
my two children were fascinated by the 
variety of sheep described. They were 
ecstatic when they finally found the green 
sheep! my daughter could still remember 
all the different sheep two weeks after the 
performance. This was a good bonding 
experience with my children.” 

The gardens is proud to have hosted 
“The green sheep”, which was made 
possible with the support of Kids 21, the 
Julia gabriel centre for learning and 
forum The shopping mall.

3-year-old Javen Wong petting the 
elusive green sheep who is fast asleep.
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on 28 october 2009, thirty-four 
international volunteers from standard 
chartered Bank contributed a total of 150 
volunteer-hours of their time and hard 
work at the Jacob Ballas children’s garden 
(JBcg). The group from the corporate 
real estate services leadership Team of 
standard chartered Bank wanted to take 
some time off their international meeting 
in singapore, to do something different 
and contribute to the community while in 
the country. 

The international volunteers from 8 
different countries (australia, hong Kong, 
Japan, singapore, saudi arabia, Turkey, the 
united Kingdom and the united states 
of america) spent an afternoon in JBcg, 
planting, sprucing up the landscapes 
and making educational signages for 
the children’s garden. The gardens as 

international volunteers 
at the Jacob Ballas 
children’s garden

a whole took the opportunity to share 
knowledge and experience with the 
volunteers through talks and discussions as 
well as guided walks around JBcg. To end 
off a meaningful day, volunteers sampled 
some local flavours, snacks and desserts.

mr andrew hunter, group head 
of corporate real estate services 
commented after the activities at JBcg, 
“we much enjoyed our team volunteering 
day at the Jacob Ballas children’s garden. 
we all broadened our experience and 
knowledge, and greatly appreciated the 
energy and enthusiasm of staff from 
singapore Botanic gardens.”

From the top:

Volunteers & education staff showing off their 
handmade fun signages for JBcg. 

The large number of volunteers from standard 
chartered Bank alongside gardens staff after 
their hard days work

Volunteers and gardens staff after planting 
shrubs around a 100 year old Pometia

The volunteers hard at work, adding butterfly 
plants to the margins of the stream in JBcg

Winnie Wong
Janice Yau
Education

Photos by Winnie Wong unless otherwise stated
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The puzzling bathroom bubbles plant...
in february 2009 a plant from the 
gardens plant resource center was 
brought over to the herbarium for 
identification. purchased from the hua 
hng Nursery, the plant was intended 
for use as a door prize for the gardens’ 
volunteers tea reception. however it was 
not used due to uncertainty about the 
plant’s correct scientific name. The petite 
groundcover plant was growing nicely in 
the nursery and as part of accessioning 
it into the botanical records system a 
scientific name was needed. The plant 
proved easy to culture: it loves semi-shade, 
likes a well drained potting medium, and 
propagates easily by division. what was 
this plant?

well, the answer turns out to be not so 
easy to find. as the photos show, this is 
an attractive herbaceous plant with glossy, 
dark green leaves that are in pairs, the 
margins are strongly rolled under, and 
the leaves are frequently puckered and 
crinkled. There were no flowers present 
when the plant was first brought round 
for identification; we hazarded a guess that 
this was a new cultivar of alternanthera, in 
the amaranthaceae. a request was made 
that one or two plants be grown on until 
they flowered and then brought back so 
the floral characters could be analyzed.

a few weeks later, in may, a pot of the 
plant was brought back to the herbarium 
with flowers present. The whip-like spikes 
appeared in the axils of the upper leaves; 
these spikes bore tiny whitish flower buds. 
when examined under a hand lens, the 

“buds” turned out to be tiny flowers 
(only 2–3 mm long) that never opened 
fully. dissection of a tiny blossom showed 
that inside the minute corolla was a fully 
formed pistil (female parts) and 2 fertile 
stamens (male parts). Based on the flower 
structure, especially the stamens, which 
had 2 anther cells that were offset, one 
above the other, with a broad connective 
tissue in between, the taxonomist had 
to revise his first guess: this was certainly 
not a member of the amaranthaceae; the 
floral structure suggested acanthaceae. 

with this knowledge and some photos of 
the plant and its leaf and flower characters, 
an email appeal was made to colleagues 
that might recognize it. The first wave of 
inquiries was sent to individuals in tropical 
asia who deal with cultivated garden 
plants. a second, later, inquiry was sent 
to taxonomists around the world who 
specialize in study of the large and diverse 
family acanthaceae. we thank all those 
who replied to our inquiries; however, 
to date, none of those asked knew what 
the scientific name is for this plant. we 
did learn that bathroom bubble likes 
semi-shade, prefers a well drained potting 
medium, and can easily be propagated by 
division of established plants. 

we did glean a few more bits of 
information about the plant: it is grown 
and sold in the australian nursery trade 
for indoor use and terrariums under the 
common name the bathroom bubbles 
plant. a google search on this name 
turned up—along with thousands of 

posts about bathroom cleansers—a few 
inquiries from netizens asking if anyone out 
there knew what the proper name for this 
plant might be, and how to take care of it. 
No answers were found on the internet, 
only more questions. 

and that is where our taxonomic quest 
ends, for now, until someone recognizes 
this plant. as we don’t know where in 
the world it grows wild, it is difficult to 
know where to turn in the botanical 
literature (floras, taxonomic studies) 
for identification aids. The only guesses 
received agreed that the plant could 
belong in acanthaceae, and might be a 
species of Justicia. There are an estimated 
600 species of Justicia, found worldwide 
in tropical and subtropical regions, and 
there is no comprehensive reference 
that describes and illustrates them all. so 
once again, it proves virtually impossible 
to prove (or disprove) the idea that 
‘bathroom bubbles’ is a Justicia, due to the 
sheer number of species that would have 
to be checked to ascertain this. 

in situations such as this, it is more 
efficient in time and energy to ask for 
help than to do the job oneself, so we 
are asking our readers: do you recognize 
‘bathroom bubbles’? do you know what 
its scientific name is? contact the editor of 
gardenwise if so… 

George Staples
Herbarium

Aung Thame
Living Collections

Habit of Bathroom Bubbles plant.
Opposite leaf arrangement and 
whip-like flower spikes.

Tiny flowers less than 
2 mm long. 
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up until recently a broadly defined 
and extremely diverse genus Eria was 
recognized by most botanists. Those of 
us who go out to photograph orchids 
in the wild or grow Eria will know these 
epiphytic orchids with their usually small 
and often white, creamy or yellow flowers 
that are arranged in dense or lax and few-
to many-flowered spikes. in contrast to 
many other orchids, the ‘erias’ mostly do 
not have showy flowers, and furthermore 
the flowers are frequently not very 
long-lasting. ‘erias’ are nevertheless 
important plants as they belong to the 
most commonly encountered epiphytic 
orchids in southeast asia. several species 
periodically flower in the gardens.

The group comprises about 375 species 
which are distributed from india and 
the himalayas through the whole of 
southeast asia and the malay islands as 
far east as Queensland (australia) and 
some of the pacific ocean islands. most 
commonly the plants grow as epiphytes in 

FrOM the Orchid sPecies cOllectiOn

Name changes in the Eria group 
lowland or montane forest and only rarely 
as terrestrials in open swampy vegetation. 

in the last few years molecular studies 
have shown that the genus Eria in its 
traditional circumscription is not a natural 
group, and because systematic botany 
is attempting to make classifications as 
natural as possible, a modification of 
the existing classification has become 
necessary. Eria was consequently split 
up into several subgroups in that some 
of the previously recognised sections 
were raised to generic rank. among the 
new genera that are relevant to our 
region are Ascidieria, Bryobium, Callostylis, 
Campanulorchis, Conchidium, Dilochiopsis, 
Mycaranthes and Pinalia. Name changes in 
plants are of course always inconvenient, 
not only for the hobbyist who now has 
to learn new names for their plants in 
cultivation or in the forest, but also for 
the botanist who is often also a curator 
of collections. Nevertheless, in order 
to reflect the natural relationships of 

these orchids such name changes were 
unavoidable. The genus name Eria itself 
which is so familiar to some of us is 
now restricted to several species which 
have short stems and widely open 
flowers, including the widespread species 
E. javanica. The closely related genus 
Trichotosia, widely accepted as its own 
genus but in the distant past also included 
in Eria as a section, differs by its strongly 
hairy stems and leaves.

This molecular ‘revolution’ has also 
occurred in other plant groups where 
it has also resulted in a large number of 
name changes; good examples of other 
orchid groups where such developments 
have taken place in the last few years are 
the Oncidium and the Liparis groups.

Hubert Kurzweil
Herbarium

Photos by Hubert Kurzweil

Pinalia floribunda (synonym Eria floribunda), Sumatra to Bali; extinct in Singapore

Mycaranthes oblitterata (synonym Eria oblitterata): 
Thailand to Indochina and Indonesia as far east 
as Bali

Trichotosia ferox, Thailand and Indonesia as far 
east as the Lesser Sunda islands

Callostylis pulchella (synonym Eria pulchella), 
Indochina to Sumatra and Sulawesi; extinct 
in Singapore.

Bryobium pudicum (synonym Eria pudica): 
common in Johor, a long time ago also 
found in Singapore where it is now extinct 
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Published in november 2009 by s. 
Fernando & L. Nadaraja. 228 pp, 175 
colour and 25 b/w photographs. 
Price s$ 80. Available in the 
library of Botany and horticulture 
and gardens shop. 

many people know sri lanka as a great 
tourist destination due to its beautiful 
beaches, cooling mountains or numerous 
famous archaeological sites. fewer may 
know that you can find there the oldest 
historically recorded tree in the world 
or that planting auspicious plants in 
herbal gardens in particular directions 
and performing rituals to overcome the 
malefic influences of certain planetary 
movements are still widely practiced.

more than two years ago, sarala 
fernando, accompanied by well-known 
lankan photographer luxshmanan 
Nadaraja, embarked on an exciting 
journey of discovery of sri lanka’s 
rich and unique gardening heritage. 
The duo traveled the country, and 
together with numerous contributions 
from lankan professional landscape 
gardeners, botanists, archaeologists and 
academics, vowed to capture not only 
the immense beauty of lanka’s gardens, 
but also guide the readers through its 
long history. evidence from archives and 
archaeology suggests that landscape 
design in lanka can be traced back for 
at least 23 centuries. royal gardens, 
monastic gardens, urban gardens and 
home gardens are the four major types 

to be found in lanka and are, with several 
examples of each, illustrated in the book. 

lanka’s landscape tradition influenced 
by both Buddhist as well as hindu 
culture, does not try to change nature. 
instead it has mastered incorporating 
existing trees and landscape elements 
like rocks and boulders into the garden 
designs. water elements, be they 
running streams, various kinds of bathing, 
shallow or reflecting ponds, fountains or 
aquaducts or just the flow and collection 
of rainwater, are an indispensable part 
of gardens. Various footpaths and an 
abundance of fruit yielding or flowering 
trees are also typical as sri lanka’s 
traditional gardens are informal and 
utilitarian, providing their owners with 
food, spices, fruits, medicines, aromatic 
substances, flowers for religious offerings 
or decorations. 

The book starts with the chapter Royal 
gardens of sygiria and anuradhapura, 
both places being well known 
archaeological sites. less known is the fact 
that sygiria, with its features still fairly well 
preserved, is the oldest surviving large-
scale garden in asia. Monastic gardens, 
created as a living environment providing 
monks with a quiet place suitable for 
meditation, are naturally rather different 
from secular gardens. hundreds of 
monastic sites were created since the 3rd 
century Bc following the introduction of 
Buddhism. five such gardens belonging to 
the earliest period representing various 

styles are featured. The chapter History 
of gardening in Sri Lanka guides readers 
through the early sri lankan gardens, 
the portugese period, the dutch period 
and the early British period. pictures of 
famous peradenyia Botanic garden and 
hakgala Botanic gardens are the main 
content of the chapter The National 
Botanic Gardens in Sri Lanka. Herbal and 
spice gardens have a long tradition in sri 
lanka and it is believed that indigenous 
medicine existed even before an arrival 
of the aurveda in about 3rd century 
Bc. cinnamon, pepper, cloves, vanilla, 
turmeric, ginger, jasmine, curry leaves, 
bananas, coconut palms, mango trees, 
sweet scented orange jasmine (Murraya 
paniculata), sandalwood, nutmegs and 
many other plants are often accompanied 
by a wide diversity of insects, birds, 
amphibians, adding to their attraction. 
special chapters are dedicated to 
Orchids and Birds in the Sri Lanka home 
garden. other chapters showcase the 
beauty of Up country gardens, Traditional 
home gardens of Kandy, Gardens from 
the Eastern province as well as several 
interesting Private gardens, to name a few. 

The combination of large landscape 
format, high quality print and paper, 
informative and concise text and plenty 
of superb photographs of gardens, 
flowers, birds and other animals makes 
this a truly wonderful coffee table book.

Jana Leong-Skornicková
Herbarium

BOOK revieW

Gardens of Lanka 
edited by sarala fernando 
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The fifth international symposium on 
the family Zingiberaceae was held from 
11to 15th July 2009 in the beautiful setting 
of Xishuanngbanna Tropical Botanical 
garden, yunnan, china. The event attracted 
more than 120 ginger specialists from 13 
countries. 

The first day of the event started with 
an opening lecture by prof. Te-lin wu on 
progress in Zingiberaceae research and 
continued with plenary talks from various 
distinguished invited speakers including dr. 
John w. Kress, dr. Qing-Jun li and dr. mark 
f. Newman to name a few. The second 
day of the symposium was dedicated to 
biosystematics, phylogeny and molecular 
biology in the morning and to horticulture, 
phytochemistry and ethnobotany in the 
afternoon. each session was started by a 
keynote lecture by an invited specialist in 
the particular field, followed by eight or 
nine presentations. 

The field trip on the third day was a 
welcome break for all of us. an excursion 
was organized to the canopy walkway 
in Bubang protected dipterocarp forest 
and to the well-curated ginger research 
collection situated in eastern part of 
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical garden. 
The fourth day of the symposium focused 
on morphology, cytology, physiology 
and ecology of Zingiberales and during 
the afternoon session moved onto 
diversity, classification and systematics of 
Zingiberaceae.

Zingiberaceae symposium in yunnan

Top:
Zingiber orbiculatum in full bloom, growing in 
between the lecture hall and poster session room. 

Middle:
Zingiber montanum is one of the many Zingiberales 
we could see in the ex-situ research collection at 
XTBg. 

Bottom:
a group photo of the symposium participants. 

Thirty three posters covering various 
topics from taxonomy, cytology, molecular 
phylogeny, systematics, microproagation 
and use of gps systems for curating ginger 
collections were displayed throughout 
the symposium. Best poster awards were 
presented  to sam yen yen et al. from frim 
for ‘conservation and threat assessment 
of Scaphochlamys (Zingiberaceae) in 
peninsular malaysia’ and to eliška Záveská 
and the team consisting of researchers 
from charles university in prague, 
singapore Botanic gardens and calicut 
university in india for ‘phylogenetic studies 
in indian polyploid Curcuma species using 
aflp’s and iTs sequencing’.

at the evening banquet, the venue for the 
6th ginger symposium was announced 
and we look forward to the next meeting 
in 2012 at calicut university in Kerala, 
india.The symposium was a wonderful 
experience for all participants. all of us 
were accommodated in the gardens itself, 
so on top of coffee breaks, which were 
held in the same room as posters, we also 
met for breakfasts, lunches and dinners. 
That gave us plenty of opportunity for 
debating and networking. organizers led 
by dr. Qing-Jun li are to be thanked and 
congratulated for the success of the event. 

Jana Leong-Skornicková
Herbarium

Photos by Jana Leong-Škornicková
unless otherwise stated.
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The south east asia Botanic gardens 
Network (seaBg) met for the third time 
in Taiwan in November 2009. Thirty-five 
participants from 20 organisations and 13 
countries in the region (namely Brunei, 
indonesia, Japan, laos, cambodia, malaysia, 
myanmar, the philippines, singapore, 
Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam and china) 
were represented with observers from 
australia and the united Kingdom. Nura 
abdul Karim and dina gallick represented 
the gardens at this meeting.

The participating organisations each made 
a presentation outlining their gardens’ 
recent activities and plans for the future. 
discussions were carried out to fulfill the 
network’s need for regular and efficient 
communication and knowledge sharing 
between to its members. This included 
establishing an email distribution and 
online discussion group for seaBg 
and the possibility of creating annual 
newsletters for members. since the 
close of the meeting, an exclusive online 
discussion site has been launched on 

BeyOnd the gArdens

The 3rd south east asia Botanic 
gardens Network (seaBg) meeting
Dr. Cecilia Koo Botanic Conservation Center and Taiwan Forestry 
Research Institute Taiwan, 17th – 20th November 2009

the google groups site under the 
name of seaBg2009. The site will serve 
as an informal discussion forum and 
announcement platform for all invited 
members of the seaBg network.

The network also discussed the need 
for further training within the region to 
strengthen capacity and the development 
of botanic gardens. The attending 
members had agreed that during the 
next seaBg meetings, the group could 
also hold training and workshop sessions 
for participants. a number of future 
workshops and training courses were 
generously offered and discussed at the 
meeting. This will promote a healthy 
sharing of information that is important 
in making botanical gardens relevant 
and effective as conservation areas and 
education and research institutions for 
flora of the region. 

while in Taiwan, the group also visited 
the newly established dr. cecilia Koo 
Botanical conservation center and Taiwan 

forestry research institute’s fushan 
Botanical garden, Taipei Botanic garden 
and herbarium as well as their seed bank. 
The study excursion was beneficial to all, 
as members were shown the daily work 
and activities of these institutions. 

in short, the 3rd seaBg meeting was 
successful and useful. The Xishuangbanna 
Tropical Botanic garden (chinese 
academy of sciences) has offered and 
will host the next south east asia Botanic 
gardens Network meeting (seaBg) in 
2011. The network closed the meeting 
expressing a strong desire that the next 
meeting would focus attention on specific 
topics in order to strengthen the network 
and on developing a regional action plan 
for the implementation of the global 
strategy for plant conservation by the 
botanic gardens within south east asia. 

Nura Abdul Karim
Dina Gallick

Living Collections

The orchid glasshouse at the Dr Cecilia 
Koo Botanic Conservation Center Presentation during the SEABG meeting

Digitizing specimens in The Taipei 
Botanic Gardens herbarium

The delegates of the 2009 SEABG meeting
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The first meeting was the asia-pacific 
Biodiversity observation Network (ap-
BoN), which took place from dec 10-11, 
and the second meeting was the east and 
southeast asian Biodiversity information 
initiatives (esaBii), held from dec 12-14. 
Both were held at the united Nations 
university in Tokyo with about 50 people 
attending each.

in addition to the east and southeast 
asian country representatives, a number 
of active Ngos and international 
organizations such as the Japan wildlife 
research centre, international long-Term 
ecological research programme (ilTer), 
BioNeT-international, global Biodiversity 
information facility (gBif), worldfish 
centre philippines and the secretariat of 
the global Taxonomy initiative (gTi) were 
also invited to participate.  

i presented a paper entitled “Biodiversity 
research in southeast asia: its 
accomplishments, Needs and problems”, 
co-prepared with prof. peter Ng of the 
National university of singapore. after 
much discussion at the first meeting, 
the ap-BoN agreed to undertake the 
development of a digital portal to house 
the increasingly large body of information 
on asiatic biodiversity (including 
endangered and invasive species) and 
regional conservation activities. To oversee 
the completion of this useful database, an 
interim steering committee was formed, 
consisting of dr. T. yahara (Japan) and 
dr. r. fuentes (philippines) as co-chairs, 
plus four committee members who are 
from china, Japan, indonesia and Korea. 
furthermore, it was agreed that ap-BoN 

Digitizing specimens in The Taipei 
Botanic Gardens herbarium

Two regional meetings on aseaN 
biodiversity held in Japan

The delegates at the East and Southeast Asian Biodiversity Information Initiatives meeting

also takes the initiative to produce a book 
to summarize the latest facts and findings 
on the biodiversity in asian-pacific region 
to be published in celebration of the year 
of Biodiversity 2010. 

at the second meeting, the esaBii 
programme, fondly nicknamed “wasabe” 
by the participants, was formally 
established to achieve two goals: (a) to 
complement the ap-BoN programme 
in the development of east asiatic 
biodiversity information systems, and 
(b) to help east and southeast asian 
countries to build their taxonomic 
capacity. all countries and organizations 
present at the Tokyo meeting of esaBii 
were invited to become a member of the 
esaBii programme.

To undertake the above stated goals, 
the structure of the organization of 
esaBii was discussed intensively for two 
days in both Japanese and english, with 
simultaneous translation. after much 
exchange of ideas, it was decided that the 
physical structure of esaBii shall consist 
of a secretariat office to be based in Japan 
for the first two years of its existence, 
and a steering committee to be made 
up of 6 elected members comprising 
three countries, the host country of the 
secretariat office, one Ngo organization, 
and one regional or international network 
representative. The gTi programme 
officer of the secretariat of the cBd 
will be the seventh member (ex-officio). 
The members elected to constitute the 
first steering committee of esaBii for 
the period of 2010-2011 are from Japan, 
china, Vietnam, indonesia, aseaN-acB 

(organisation) and BioNeT (Ngo), plus 
a representative of the gTi. for effective 
liaison purposes, it was agreed further that 
each membered country will appoint a 
focal point person to represent them. 

finally, Japan was asked to hold the first 
tenure of the esaBii secretariat office 
and will work closely with the steering 
committee to raise funds in order (a) 
to hold the next general conference of 
member countries in a years time, (b) 
to develop the website of esaBii, which 
houses the programme activities and 
information of east and southeast asian 
biodiversity, and (c) to plan and organise 
three workshops in 2010 to help build 
the taxonomic capacity of the membered 
countries in se asia. singapore has been 
asked to help organise one workshop 
intended for the building of taxonomic 
capacity in the region. 

in closing, a sumptuous western style 
dinner with plenty of drinks was offered 
to all participants in celebration of 
the bountiful outcomes of the two 
meetings and the forthcoming birth of 
an important digital portal of information 
on biodiversity and conservation in the 
region. a side benefit of the two meetings 
in Tokyo is the renewal of the camaraderie 
between singapore and its neighboring 
countries as several of the representatives 
of aseaN countries at the meetings are 
research staff from other herbaria or 
botanical gardens in the region. 

Benito C. Tan 
Herbarium

Photo by Dr. Susetio
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The Gardens is pleased to offer an annual Humphrey Morrison Burkill 
Research Fellowship on a competitive basis to a qualified botanist with special 
interest in the flora of South East Asia. 

The H.M. Burkill Research Fellowship is a generous bequest from Peter Burkill 
and Linda Upfill, the children of H. M. Burkill to honour their father and 
grandfather, I. H. Burkill. The senior Burkills were both former directors of the 
Singapore Botanic Gardens: I. H. Burkill (1912-1925) and H.M. Burkill (1957-
1969). Its primary aim is to help promising young botanists to develop a career 
in tropical botany. 

The yearly H.M. Burkill Research Fellowship offers the successful applicant 
a one-time sum of up to S$4,500. The money is to be used for a proposed 
period of up to three weeks stay in Singapore to carry out research in the 
Singapore Botanic Gardens. The funds may be used for research related costs, 
including airfare, food and living expenses in Singapore.

The proposed research project submitted for consideration must be based on 
the resources of the Singapore Botanic Gardens including the herbarium. 

Qualifications of the Applicants:
•  A PhD degree in Botany, or a post-graduate student in higher degree program 

in Botany at a recognised university
•  Preferably below the age of 30
•  Demonstration of a strong interest and promising research skills/potential in 

tropical botany 

how to apply? 
interested applicants shall send their application letter, together with the research 
proposal and an updated cv, by email or air mail to dr. chin see chung, director, 
singapore Botanic gardens, 1 cluny road, singapore 259569; email address; 
chin_see_chung@nparks.gov.sg  

The proposal should state the proposed period of stay in singapore and the 
requested amount of financial support up to a maximum of s$4,500. 

requirements
The research fellow shall submit a report on the research accomplishments 
before departing singapore. he/she shall acknowledge the h.m. Burkill research 
fellowship and the singapore Botanic gardens in any subsequent publications 
that use information generated during the period of the award.

h.m. Burkill 
research fellowship

h.m. Burkill, director of the gardens 1957-1969



Key visitors to the Gardens (July to December 2009)

The Spouses of APEC 
leaders, who the Gardens 
were privileged to host 
during their visit on 14 Nov 
2009. Image courtesy of 
APEC Singapore 2009.

name From 

15th delegation of senior Japanese Bureaucrats Japan ministry, raffles programme, Japan     
ms adzliza bte ibrahim Kementerian wilayah persekutuan, malaysia     
dr alexey V.f.ch. Bobrov moscow state university, russian federation      
ms ana rita simões The Natural history museum, united Kingdom     
mrs ani Bambang yudhoyono spouse of susilo Bambang yudhoyono, president of indonesia
dr Barry J. conn National herbarium of New south wales, australia     
dr Bob harwood darwin herbarium, australia     
mrs Bronagh Key spouse of John Key, prime minister of New Zealand     
mr dawar mohammad Bashir independent directorate of local governance, afghanistan
dr dick Brummitt royal Botanic gardens Kew, united Kingdom     
dr mark carine The Natural history museum, united Kingdom     
prof eckart eich freie universität Berlin, germany     
mr ernest poh National community leadership institute, singapore     
mdm florfe m. acma university of the philippines at los Banos, The philippines     
dr francis gurry & mrs slyvie gurry director-general, world intellectual property organisation, switzerland    
ms hani halimahtun ottman ministry of federal Territories, malaysia     
ms ho ching spouse of lee hsien loong, prime minister of singapore     
dr hu yonghong director, shanghai Botanical gardens, people’s republic of china    
mrs Jessie Ting & delegates deputy secretary, architectural services department, hong Kong   
dr Julisasi Tri hadiah Bogor Botanic garden, indonesia     
madam Kim yoon-ok spouse of lee myung-bak, president of Korea     
mr Koji Tsuruoka director general, ministry of foreign affairs, Japan     
mr Korn chantikavanij minister of finance, Thailand     
mr Kurogi michinori Vice chairman, miyazaki city council, Japan     
mrs laureen harper spouse of stephen harper, prime minister of canada     
prof leonard l. Berry & spouse m.B. Zale chair and distinguished professor, Texas a&m university, usa    
mrs lien fang yui spouse of lien chan, chairman of Taiwan’s Kuomintang party     
mr lim sang Jun director of public affairs & culture, embassy of the republic of Korea, singapore   
ms lisa walley marine Biological laboratory, usa
mr ly Ngoc sam institute of Tropical Biology, Vietnam     
mr maeda Nobutoshi architect, miyazaki city, Japan     
madam margarita Zavala spouse of felipe calderón, president of mexico     
ms maria Teresa Buril laboratório de morfo-Taxonomia, Brazil     
dr mikhail s. romanov main Botanic gardens, russian federation      
mrs miyuki hatoyama spouse of yukio hatoyama, prime minister of Japan     
mr mogi osamu group leader, Kikkoman cooperation, Japan     
ms Nana hernawati universitas andalas, padang, indonesia     
mr Narita hiroshi clair Tokyo headquarters , Japan     
he Nguyễn minh Triết  president of Vietnam     
ms Nelly Bouilhac aboretum, chatenay-Nalaby, france
ms Noorsiha ayop putrajaya Botanic gardens, malaysia     
ms Noriah mat perbadanan putrajaya, malaysia     
ms Nurainas universitas andalas, padang, indonesia     
datin paduka seri rosmah binti mansor spouse of dato’ sri mohd Najib bin Tun haji abdul razak, prime minister of malaysia   
dr pimpen sakuntabhai spouse of abhisit Vejjajiva, prime minister of Thailand     
dr rhett d. harrison Xishunagbanna Tropical Botanical garden, china     
dr rosangela simão Bianchini seção de curadoria do herbário-instituto de Botânica, Brazil
dr sara hoagland spouse of mr James leape, director-general of wwf international, switzerland   
prof sebsebe demissew addis ababa university, ethiopia     
mrs selina Tsang spouse of donald Tsang, hong Kong chief executive     
mr sergey isaev moscow state university, russian federation      
mr shen Xiaoying deputy mayor of suqian, people’s republic of china     
mr shi Qizhu ceo luogong district , guangzhou development district, people’s republic of china   
ms syahida emiza binti suhaimi forest research institute of malaysia, malaysia
dr Takaaki Kameda chairman of the Board, Kameda medical centre, Japan    
madam Therese rein spouse of Kevin rudd, prime minister of australia     
mr Trần hữu Đăng Vietnam National university, Vietnam     
madam Trần Thị Kim chi spouse of Nguyễn minh Triết, president of Vietnam     
dr Vincent demoulin university of liege, Belgium     
dr wannachai chatan mahasarakham university, Thailand     
mr youn seong hwan daedok district assembly of daejeon metropolitan city, republic of Korea    
mrs yu ruilin first secretary, ministry of foreign affairs, people’s republic of china    
he yves leterme minister of foreign affairs, Belgium     
mr Zhi shenghua Vice mayor, Tianjin municipal people’s government office, people’s republic of china   
mr Zhou yawei district governor of li wan, district of guang Zhou municipality, people’s republic of china

His Excellency Nguyễn Minh 
Triết during his tour of the 
National Orchid Garden on 
17 Nov 2009.



michel adanson, born in 1727 in aix-en-provence, was a french naturalist of 
scottish descent. he began to study botany at the age of 14 at the Jardin royal 
of paris. as a youth adanson experimented with biological phenomena, such as 
raising silkworms and studying plant growth. he studied greek in order to read 
natural science works in their original language. at the age of 19 he compiled 
a catalogue based on 5000 species of plants grown since 1740 at the Jardin 
du roi. This project caused him to compare and analyse classification systems, 
leading eventually to his work Famillies des Plantes. adanson provided the most 
extensive systematic approach to classification of plants in this seminal work. Not 
only did he provide a through and an accurate natural system but he also gave 
the reader a detailed historical preface comparing different systems of works on 
botany. adanson had wide interests in natural history and also studied electricity 
generation in the torpedo fish, regeneration of body parts of frogs and snails, 
mollusc classification and also wrote a work on the baobab tree, whose generic 
name Adansonia commemorates him.

Christina Soh
Library

Photos by Jassy Phua

Famillies des Plantes, 
Vols I & II by Michel Adanson (1727-1806)
Paris: Chez Vincent, 1763


